Dear Traveller, you are a non-EU resident, 16 or over and have been in France for less than 6 months.

Under certain conditions, you can obtain a refund of the VAT paid on the goods purchased during your stay in France.

You must meet the following conditions:
- Purchase the goods from a retailer offering VAT refunds.
- Purchase tourist goods
- Purchase the goods on the same day in the same store at a total cost of over €175 including VAT.
- Transport the goods back to your country of residence by yourself.

When leaving the country, ensure you have plenty of time to deal with the VAT refund formalities.

1 You are entitled to purchase a maximum of 15 units of the same article.
I was unable to complete the VAT refund formalities before leaving France². Am I still entitled to a refund?

Yes. To obtain a refund, you must:

1. Obtain a receipt from the Customs service in your country of residence proving that you paid the duty and VAT on the goods purchased, or;
2. Present a copy of the export sales form and the goods purchased to the French embassy or consulate in your country of residence to obtain a stamp or certificate confirming that they have seen the goods.

Send your request for regularisation to the Customs service located at the French point of departure within six months of the date of purchase. You must enclose with your request:

- A copy of an official document proving that you are a non-EU resident.
- The receipt provided by Customs in your country of residence, or a certificate/export sales form stamped by the French embassy or consulate.
- Your travel ticket.
- A letter explaining why you were unable to complete the VAT refund formalities before leaving France or the EU. This letter must also include the date and time you left France.

What should I do if I leave the European Union via a Member State other than France?

You must ask the relevant authorities in this Member State to stamp your export sales forms and send them back to the French retailer who sold you the goods.

² If you were unable to complete the formalities before your departure due to exceptional circumstances, you must explain what they were when you make a request for regularisation.